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a b s t r a c t

Influence of atmospheric temperature on muon flux at sea level is considered. Results of calculations of
muon spectrum for normal atmospheric conditions, differential temperature coefficients (DTC) for muons
at different zenith angles and threshold energies are presented. In calculations, a six-layer stationary
spherical model of atmosphere is used, contributions of both pions and kaons as well as dependence
of muon energy loss on muon energy are taken into account. Comparison of muon spectrum calculations
and experimental data in a wide range of zenith angles and momentums shows a good agreement. Com-
parison of results of DTC calculations with results of earlier works exhibits only qualitative agreement;
possible sources of differences are analyzed. Some practical questions of the use of DTC for muon hodo-
scope data analysis are discussed.

! 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Studies of cosmic ray variations at ground level are being carried
out more than a half of century [1–4]. The longest series of cosmic
ray variation data has been obtained by means of neutron monitors.
Several tens of such standardized setups form the global network,
which makes it possible to measure variations of intensity and
anisotropy of cosmic ray flux. Since neutron monitors are ground-
based, in order to analyze extra-atmospheric sources of cosmic
ray modulations it is necessary to take into account corrections
for the atmospheric effects, mainly for the barometric one [5].

Muon detectors give another possibility for cosmic ray variation
investigations [6,7]. The use of muons provides valuable additional
opportunities in comparison with neutron monitors: sensitivity to
higher energies of primary particles (typical median energies of
primary protons for the galactic cosmic ray spectrum for neutron
monitors are about 13–16 GeV, for ground based muon detectors
about 40–50 GeV), possibility to measure arrival directions of
muons and, as a consequence, to study cosmic ray angular varia-
tions by means of a single setup.

However analysis of muon intensity variations requires more
complicate calculations of the atmospheric corrections taking into
account both barometric and temperature effects [5,6]. Besides,
unlike neutron monitors, muon detectors are extremely diverse
in design and characteristics. One can point out several types of
setups used for detection of cosmic ray muons and examination
of muon flux variations.

First measurements of variations of penetrating component of
cosmic rays (mainly muons) were performed by means of ioniza-
tion chambers [1,8]. Similarly to neutron monitors, such devices
measured only total muon flux from all directions (see [2]). Later,
total muon rate variations were also measured by means of scintil-
lation counters [9,10], water Cherenkov detector [11] or propor-
tional wire chambers [12], which were often the elements of
setups for extensive air shower detection. In this case, the detec-
tors may have significant area and high counting rate with very
low statistical errors.

Along with it, muon telescopes which allow select muons from
a given direction of celestial hemisphere began to be used to study
cosmic ray variations. Classic muon telescope consists of several
charged particle detectors (Geiger–Muller, proportional or scintil-
lation counters) arranged along a straight line and interlaid by an
absorbing material: iron, lead, etc. (see [2,13,14]). In some experi-
ments the installation represented a rigid construction which
could be rotated in zenith and azimuth direction. For such tele-
scopes the path of the particle in the detector was approximately
constant and the setup threshold energy of muons did not depend
on zenith angle [15–18]. This fact will be taken into account in the
following calculations of temperature coefficients. Drawbacks of
classic muon telescopes are low counting rate and lack of ability
to detect muons simultaneously from different directions.

Sometimes for analysis of variations of cosmic ray muon flux,
data of various detectors with high angular resolution designed
for high-energy investigations are used [19–21]. Data acquisition
systems of these setups usually permit to detect muons from var-
ious directions (as a rule, cosmic ray muons are a background in
these setups) but total counting rate of such detectors is not suffi-
ciently high.
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Multi-directional muon telescopes provide an opportunity to
conduct measurements of cosmic ray muon flux variations from
different directions of upper hemisphere [22,23]. Such detectors
generally consist of two coordinate layers of muon counters and
coincidence of signals from the counters in upper and bottom lay-
ers separates certain direction of muon arrival. Number of different
directions is governed by setup construction and is typically about
10–100. Usually the path of the particle in such detectors increases
with increase of zenith angle, so the threshold energy for multi-
directional muon telescopes depends on h. At present, several
similar multi-directional muon telescopes are under operation at
different points of the globe forming a network for measurements
of cosmic ray muon flux variations [24]. Comprehensive review of
various types of particle detectors used for cosmic ray variation
studies since thirtieth years of XX century can be found in [4].

Construction of muon hodoscopes [25–28] marked the next
step in this way and served as a starting point for development
of the new direction of distant monitoring of the environment –
muon diagnostics [29]. Muon hodoscopes are wide-aperture set-
ups with a high accuracy of individual muon track reconstruction.
In contrast to multi-directional muon telescopes, in which de-
tected directions are fixed and their number is limited by discrete-
ness of the setup construction, muon hodoscopes allow register
cosmic ray muons and reconstruct muon tracks from practically
any direction of upper hemisphere thus measuring continuous
angular distribution of muon flux [30]. This ability allows to form
muon images of cosmic ray variations at the magnetosphere
boundary, which are caused by various disturbances in solar wind
and interplanetary magnetic field. However, obtaining of such
maps requires a thorough calculation of atmospheric corrections.
Threshold energies for muon hodoscopes (as well as for multi-
directional muon telescopes) depend on zenith angle. The simplest
case is Emin(h) = Emin(0")/cosh, and such dependence will be used
hereafter. Corrections must be introduced separately for each cell
of the angular matrix, besides, simultaneously both for tempera-
ture and pressure effects. It requires the development of new
methods for such procedures.2 Earlier calculations aimed at applica-
tions for muon telescopes [5,32,33] were performed many years ago.
Some of them demand critical re-consideration taking into account
contemporary knowledge of parameters of interactions of primary
particles and secondary mesons and muons with air, and also appro-
priate models of the atmosphere. The present work deals with these
problems, too.

To introduce corrections for temperature effect, it is necessary
to know differential temperature coefficients (DTC) which make
it possible to correct counting rate taking into account the changes
of the temperature at all altitudes of the atmosphere. And for cal-
culations of barometric effect correction it is necessary to know
barometric coefficient b(Emin,X,h) which shows how much the
integral muon intensity (or detector counting rate) will be changed
if the atmospheric pressure is changed by one pressure unit. With
the help of DTC and b it is possible to calculate the corrected inten-
sity Ncorr:

Ncorr ¼ Nobs " DNT " DNP; ð1Þ

where Nobs is the experimental muon integral intensity at zenith
angle h, DNT and DNP are atmospheric corrections for changes of
atmospheric temperature and pressure.

DTC can be found on the basis of functions describing muon
production and propagation in atmosphere.

2. Calculations of muon spectrum

Muon spectrum at the atmospheric depth X may be calculated
by using an analytical approach [34]. Meson generation function
(by primary cosmic ray particles, neglecting meson regeneration
by mesons) may be written as:

GgðEg; zÞ ¼ Ag % expð"z=LpÞ % E"c
g : ð2Þ

Here Ag is the normalization constant (AK/Ap = 0.15), Eg is the
energy of produced meson (p or K), z is the depth of meson gener-
ation along the track (in g/cm2), Lp is the absorption length of pri-
mary nucleons in air, c is the index of generation function of
mesons (index of the differential energy spectrum).

Meson differential spectrum at the depth z taking into account
the decay and interaction probabilities will be:

JgðEg; z; hÞ ¼
Z z

0
dz0Gg Eg; z0

! "

% exp " z" z0

kg
" lðzÞ " lðz0Þ

csg
%
mgc2

Eg

# $
; ð3Þ

here kg is interaction mean free path of mesons, sg is the life-time of
mesons (sp = 2.603 % 10"8 s,sK = 1.238 % 10"8 s [35]), mg is the mass
of meson (mpc2 = 139.6 MeV,mKc2 = 493.7 MeV [35]), c is the veloc-
ity of light (c = 2.998 % 108 m/s), lðzÞ " lðz0Þ ¼

R z
z0 dy=qðy; hÞ, and q(y,h)

is air density at slant depth y and zenith angle h (see Fig. 1).
The probability that particle will decay in layer dz equals to

ds/s, where ds = dl/c = dz/(q(z,h)c) and s = sgEg/(mgc2). So
ds/s = (mgc2)dz/(csgq(z,h)Eg). For two-body decay in flight, muons
are distributed uniformly in energy interval from (ml/mg)2Eg to
Eg and probability that muon energy e is in the interval dEg equals

to dEg 1" ðml=mgÞ2
% &

Eg

% &.
. Hence, generation function of muons

with energy e at generation depth z will be:

Gglðe; z; hÞ ¼ Bg

Z ðmg=mlÞ2e

e
JgðEg; z; hÞ %

dEg

ð1" ðml=mgÞ2ÞEg

%
mgc2

csgqðz; hÞEg
; ð4Þ

here Bg is the probability of two-body lml mode of decay
(Bp = 1.0,BK = 0.64,contributions of other kaon decay modes are
neglected), ml is the muon mass (mlc2 = 105.658 MeV [35]). Inte-
gral is taken over the range of energies which give contribution to
muons with energy e at slant depth z : (ml/mg)2Eg 6 e 6 Eg, hence,
e 6 Eg 6 (mg/ml)2e.

So, differential energy spectrum of muons at registration level X
and energy E will be:

JglðE;X; hÞ ¼
Z zX

0
Ggl eðE; zX " zÞ; z; hð Þ % deðE; zX " zÞ

dE

% exp "
Z zX

z

mlc2dy
csleðE; zX " yÞqðy; hÞ

# $
dz: ð5Þ

Fig. 1. Scheme for calculations of muon differential spectrum and DTC at
atmospheric depth X.

2 The same situation takes place for calculations of coupling functions for muon
hodoscopes [31].
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The path zX along the trajectory of the particle (in g/cm2) corre-
sponds to the depth X (see Fig. 1). Here additional zenith angle
dependence appears since the path of muon from generation point
to registration level X depends on h: it increases with the increase of
h (see Fig. 1). Value sl denotes the life-time of muon (sl = 2.197 %
10"6 s [35]). Exponential function in (5) takes into account muon
decay; this is the probability that muon does not decay and reaches
the registration level X. Factor de/dE reflects the change of muon
flux because of the energy decrease caused by energy loss.

In expression (5) variable e (muon energy at slant depth z) is
calculated from E (muon energy at registration level X) in a follow-
ing way:

eðE; zX " zÞ ¼ E"
Z z

zX

dE
dy

dy: ð6Þ

For calculation of muon energy loss in air the following formula was
used:

" dE
dz
¼ aionðE;qÞ þ b % E: ð7Þ

Here aion(E,q) is ionization loss. Energy losses for bremsstrahlung,
pair production, and inelastic interactions of muons in air are
approximated by linear function with a constant coefficient
b = 3.27 % 10"6 cm2/g. This value of b was obtained from tabulated
data for air [36].

Finally, integral intensity of muon flux at the atmospheric depth
X:

NðEmin;X; hÞ ¼
Z 1

Emin

JplðE;X; hÞ þ JKlðE;X; hÞ
% &

dE

¼
X

g

Z 1

Emin

dE
Z zX

0
dz
Z z

0
dz0

'
Z ðmg=mlÞ2e

e
dEgFg E;X; h; z; z0; Eg

! "
; ð8Þ

where:

Fg E;X; h; z; z0; Eg
! "

¼ Ag % exp
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Lp

# $
% E"c

g %
Bg

1" ðml=mgÞ2
% &

Eg
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Eg
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%
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csgqðz; hÞEg
% deðE; zX " zÞ

dE

% exp "
Z zX

z

mlc2dy
csleðE; zX " yÞqðy; hÞ

# $
: ð9Þ

3. Model of the atmosphere

For muon spectrum calculations, the dependence of air density
on altitude above sea level has to be known. In our calculations, a
six-layer stationary model of atmosphere [37] was used. The

general behavior of the temperature profile is similar to later ver-
sions (e.g., US standard atmosphere, 1976); the difference in air
temperature does not exceed few degrees at altitudes from 20 to
95 km. In this model, the air is considered as an ideal gas. Depen-
dence of air temperature on altitude above sea level T(H) (see Table
1, AS designation) and molecular mass of dry air M = 0.02896 kg/
mole are accepted as initial parameters. Ground surface and atmo-
sphere are considered as spherical. Dependence of air pressure and
density on altitude H (km) are obtained from the following hydro-
static equations:

dP ¼ "qðHÞgdH ¼ "M
R
% PðHÞ
TðHÞdH; ð10Þ

here g = 9.81 m/s2 is acceleration of gravity (we neglect here its alti-
tude dependence), R = 8.314 J/(mole ' K) is the universal gas
constant.

Pressure within each layer [Hi,Hi+1] can be calculated by means
of following formulas:

Z PðHÞ

PðHiÞ

dP0

P0
¼ "M % g

R

Z H

Hi

dH0

TðH0Þ
; ð11Þ

PðHÞ ¼ PðHiÞ % exp "M % g
R

Z H

Hi

dH0

TðH0Þ

 !

; ð12Þ

where Hi is the lower boundary of the layer and P(Hi) is the pressure
at this altitude.

Dependence of air temperature on altitude above sea level for
standard atmosphere is shown in Fig. 2 by solid line (AS designa-
tion). In the same figure, real measurements of temperature for
Moscow region (Russia) [38] during February (the month of low

Table 1
Parameters of three temperature profiles of atmosphere: AS, A1 and A2.

Layer, no. H km Temperature as a function of altitude T(H), K

AS A1 A2

1 0–11 288.15 " 6.500 % H 298.15 " 6.818 % H 262.15 " 5.364 % H
2 11–25 216.65 223.15 203.15
3 25–46 216.65 + 2.731 % (H " 25) 223.15 + 2.421 % (H " 25) 203.15 + 3.374 % (H " 25)
4 46–54 274 274 274
5 54–80 274 " 3.423 % (H " 54) 274 " 3.423 % (H " 54) 274 " 3.423 % (H " 54)
6 >80 185 185 185

Fig. 2. Dependence of air temperature on altitude above sea level. Balloon
measurements (Moscow,Russia) for 2008 are shown by symbols. Different atmo-
sphere models are shown by lines. AS is the standard atmosphere; A1 and A2 are
additional profiles.
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temperatures) and during June (the month of high temperatures)
of 2008 are shown by open and full symbols, respectively. Weather
balloons are launched twice a day, and for several pressure levels
(925, 850, 700 mbar and others) the altitude above sea level and
temperature of air are measured. One can see from the figure that
the difference between summer and winter days may reach about
40 K.

For various estimations presented below, additional profiles of
the atmosphere A1 and A2 were introduced in a following way.
For each of them new values of parameters were defined (see Ta-
ble 1) in order that the whole range of air temperatures during
all the year was covered. Pressure and density of air for these pro-
files were calculated similar to the standard by formulae (12).
Temperature profiles A1 and A2 are shown by additional lines in
Fig. 2.

4. Comparison of muon spectrum calculations with
experimental data

Results of muon spectrum calculations for standard atmosphere
and comparison with experimental data are presented in following
figures.

In Fig. 3, calculated muon spectrum for zenith angle h = 0" is
compared with magnetic spectrometer experimental data
(Nottingham [39], Kiel [40], Okayama [18], CAPRICE 94 [41],
L3+C [42]). For convenience of comparison the intensities are mul-
tiplied by cube of momentum. In our calculations, the following
values of parameters were used: c = 2.7, Lp = 110 g/cm2,
kp = 120 g/cm2 and kK = 150 g/cm2 (solid line in Fig. 3). Normaliza-
tion Ap = 2.47 % 104 MeV1.7/(g % s % sr) was selected to minimize
overall difference between experimental data and calculated spec-
trum. Fig. 3 shows a good agreement between calculation results
and experimental data.

In Fig. 4, the ratio of experimental data to the calculated spec-
trum is shown. From this figure one can see that calculated spec-
trum describes well all experiments, disagreement for most part
of points is in the range about 20% and does not exceed the differ-
ence between different experimental results. In Fig. 5, comparison
of calculation results with experimental data for zenith angles 75"
(Kiel-DESY [43]), 85" and 88.5" (DEIS [44], MUTRON [45]) is shown.
Comparison also shows a good agreement between calculations
and experimental data for near-horizontal directions. In Fig. 6,

the ratio of these experimental data to calculated spectra is shown.
Disagreement for most part of points is within about 15%.

So one can draw a conclusion that in a wide range of zenith
angles and momentums a good agreement between muon spec-
trum calculations and experimental data is observed. Hence we
can use the equations for muon spectrum calculations in order to
obtain DTC.

5. Calculation of differential temperature coefficients

If atmospheric temperature is changed by DT(h) (h is the
atmospheric depth in atm) the standard muon flux N0(Emin,X,h)
at observation level X will be changed by DNT(Emin,X,h) and the
relative change of the muon flux can be written in a following
way [5]:

DNTðEmin;X; hÞ=N0ðEmin;X; hÞ % 100% ¼
Z X

0
WTðEmin;X; h; hÞDTðhÞdh

(
X

i

WTðEmin;X;hi; hÞDTðhiÞDhi; ð13Þ
Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated muon spectrum with experimental data for
vertical direction (Nottingham, Rastin fit [39], Kiel [40], Okayama [18], CAPRICE 94
[41], L3+C [42]).

Fig. 4. The ratio of experimental data (Nottingham, Rastin fit [39], Kiel [40],
Okayama [18], CAPRICE 94 [41], L3+C [42]) to calculated spectrum for zenith angle
h = 0".

Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated muon spectra for near-horizontal directions with
experimental data (Kiel-DESY [43], DEIS [44] and MUTRON [45]).
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here the function WT(Emin,X,h,h) is called DTC. Hereafter, the value
of vertical step Dh equals to 0.05 atm.

As we have already mentioned, DTC can be found on the basis of
the formulas describing muon production and propagation in the
atmosphere. To obtain the expression for DN(Emin,X,h), it is neces-
sary to vary the function N(Emin,X,h) with respect to temperature at
constant atmospheric pressure P:

DNðEmin;X;hÞ ¼
X

g

Z 1

Emin

dE
Z zX

0
dz
Z z

0
dz0

'
Z ðmg=mlÞ2e

e
dEgFg E;X;h;z;z0;Eg

! "
% dTðzÞ

TðzÞ

#

"
mgc2R

csgEgM

Z z

z0

dTðyÞdy
PðyÞ

"
mlc2R
cslM

Z zX

z

dTðyÞdy
eðE;zX "yÞPðyÞ

$
:

ð14Þ

The factor in parentheses is in agreement (up to dimensions of
quantities) with formula given by Dorman and Yanke (see [5]) while
the function Fg(E,X,h,z,z0,Eg) being used in [5] contains many sim-
plifications and approximations (see below). First two terms in
parentheses in the integral reflect the change of muon flux because
of the change of pion and kaon decay probability; the third term re-
flects the variation of muon flux because of changes of muon decay
probability. Thus, the temperature effect can be divided in two com-
ponents (so-called meson and muon effects):

WTðEmin;X; h; hÞ ¼Wg
TðEmin;X;h; hÞ þWl

T ðEmin;X; h; hÞ: ð15Þ

To obtain WT(Emin,X,h,h) it is necessary to combine Eqs. (13)
and (14), then to take DT(h) equals to Dirac function d(h). After
transformation we obtain formulas for DTC calculation:

Wg
TðEmin;X;h; hÞ ¼

100%

N0ðEmin;X; hÞ
%
X

g

1
TðzhÞ

Z 1

Emin

dE
Z zh

0
dz0

"

'
Z ðm2

g=m2
lÞe

e
dEgFg E;X; h; zh; z0; Eg

! "

þ
Z 1

Emin

dE
Z zX

zh

dz
Z zh

0
dz0
Z ðm2

g=m2
lÞe

e
dEg

' F E;X; h; z; z0; Eg
! "

%
"mgc2R

csgEgMPðzhÞ

# $'
; ð16Þ

Wl
T ðEmin;X;h; hÞ ¼

100%

N0ðEmin;X; hÞ
%
X

g

Z 1

Emin

dE
Z zh

0
dz
Z z

0
dz0

'
Z ðm2

g=m2
lÞe

e
dEgFg E;X; h; z; z0; Eg

! "

%
"mlc2R

cslMeðE; zX " zhÞPðzhÞ

# $
: ð17Þ

The paths zh, zX along the trajectory of the particle (in g/cm2) corre-
spond to the depths h and X (see Fig. 1).

The sign of the meson effect Wg
T is positive, since if the temper-

ature increases, the atmosphere expands, density of air decreases
and the probability of the interaction of mesons (kaons and pions)
at unit of geometric path becomes smaller, hence decay probability
becomes higher. Sign of the muon effect Wl

T is negative, because if
the temperature increases and the atmosphere expands, the geo-
metric path from generation level to registration point becomes
longer, so higher number of muons will decay. The relation be-
tween absolute values of these effects depends on Emin. In case of
low threshold energies the absolute value of the muon effect Wl

T
is greater than the value of meson effect Wg

T, and the sign of the
total effect WT is negative. In case of high threshold energies, the
muon effect degrades (muons have not enough time to decay in
the atmosphere) and the sign of the total effect becomes positive.

DTCs were calculated for six values of zenith angle (0", 15", 30",
45", 60" and 75") and for two types of detectors: muon telescopes
(threshold energy does not depend on zenith angle, Emin = const)
and muon hodoscopes (threshold energy depends on zenith angle
as Emin = const/cosh). DTCs were calculated for four values of this
constant: 0.4, 0.75, 1 and 1.25 GeV; calculation results are pre-
sented in Tables 2–9 in Appendix A.

Results of Wl
T and Wg

T calculations for Emin = 0.4 GeV and six
values of zenith angle are shown in Fig. 7. As it is seen, Wl

T is neg-
ative, Wg

T is positive and the absolute value of the muon effect Wl
T

is greater than the value of meson effect Wg
T. At h > 0.7 atm contri-

bution of meson effect to the total effect is negligible because of
small amount of mesons at these depths.

The value of constant in threshold energy (0.4 GeV) is close to
the threshold energy of existing muon hodoscopes [30]. So in fol-
lowing sections we will consider corrections for temperature effect
for this energy. Total effect WT for Emin = 0.4 GeV is presented in
Fig. 8. For the comparison, total effect WT for Emin = 0.4 GeV/cosh
is presented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6. The ratio of experimental data (Kiel-DESY [43], DEIS [44] and MUTRON [45])
to calculated spectrum for near-horizontal directions.

Fig. 7. Muon Wl
T and meson Wg

T differential temperature coefficients calculated for
Emin = 0.4 GeV and several zenith angles.
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Examples of dependences of DTCs on atmospheric depth h for
h = 0" and five values of threshold energy (0.4, 1, 4.5, 10, and
43 GeV) are shown in Fig. 10. From this figure one can see that
for threshold energies above 10 GeV DTC becomes positive in a sig-
nificant part of atmosphere thickness.

6. Comparison with results of earlier calculations

Differential temperature coefficients calculated by Dorman and
Yanke [5] for Emin = 0.4 GeV and four values of zenith angle are
shown in Fig. 11. DTCs for large zenith angles are in a good quali-
tative agreement with our results (Fig. 8). But for zenith angle
h = 0", the dependence of WT(h) seriously differs. One should note
however that a direct comparison of DTCs obtained in two works
is not quite justified because in calculations [5] somewhat differing
parameters were used (c = 2.5, Lp = 120 g/cm2, kp = 60 g/cm2), con-
tribution of kaons to muon flux was not taken into account, muon
energy loss was considered as constant (2 MeV % g"1 % cm2), and a
simplified model of atmosphere was used.

To understand the source of disagreement in the dependence of
WT(h), additional calculations were carried out. Approximations

Fig. 8. Total differential temperature coefficients WT calculated for Emin = 0.4 GeV
and several zenith angles.

Fig. 9. Total differential temperature coefficients WT calculated for Emin = 0.4 GeV/
cosh and several zenith angles.

Fig. 10. Total differential temperature coefficients WT calculated for h = 0" and
several values of threshold energy.

Fig. 11. Total differential temperature coefficients WT for several values of zenith
angle calculated in [5].

Fig. 12. Total differential temperature coefficients WT for several values of zenith
angle calculated in our work with approximations used in [5].
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and values of parameters used in [5] were introduced in our model
of DTC calculations, contribution of kaons was switched off. Results
of additional calculations are presented in Fig. 12. Comparison of
DTC in Figs. 8, 11 and 12 shows that disagreement in dependence
WT(h) for vertical direction cannot be explained by physical
approximations used in [5]. Differences between calculation re-
sults, probably, can be related with insufficient precision of numer-
ical calculations in [5].

In the work of Maeda [32], an empirical formula for muon pro-
duction spectrum was used: Pgl(p,z) = A/(a0 + r(p))3.38exp("z/Ln),
here z is the depth of muon generation along the track (in g/
cm2), r is the residual range in air (in g/cm2) of muons with
momentum p, A and a0 are constants, Ln = 120 g/cm2 is attenuation
length of primary nucleons. In DTC calculations, two-layer station-
ary spherical model of atmosphere was used, dependences of
meson and muon decay probability on atmospheric temperature,
and of the energy loss on muon energy were taken into account.
Pion interaction mean free path was taken as kp = 60 g/cm2, contri-
bution of kaons to muon flux was not taken into account. In this
work DTCs were calculated for zenith angles 0", 60", 75" and 86"
and six values of threshold energy (0.5, 2.2, 4.5, 10, 21 and
43 GeV). DTCs calculated in [32] for h = 0" are presented in
Fig. 13. In order to compare our results with results of [32], calcu-
lations of DTC by formulas (16) and (17) for these threshold ener-
gies were carried out (Fig. 14). As it is seen, the comparison of
calculation results of our work with calculations [32] shows a qual-
itative agreement, however quantitatively the results differ by tens
percent. Difference, probably, can be caused by approximations
used in [32].

The best agreement is found between the results of our calcula-
tions and the calculations of Sagisaka [33]. In this work US stan-
dard atmosphere model was used. Contributions of both pions
and kaons and also of primary protons and heavier nuclei were
taken into account. The following values of interaction mean free
paths were used: kN = 80 g/cm2, kp = 120 g/cm2, kK = 140 g/cm2.
For the meson generation function, numerical solution of cascade
equations based on parameterisations of the available accelerator
data on hadron interactions was utilised [46]. Dependence of muon
energy loss on muon energy was neglected. DTCs were calculated
for zenith angles 0", 32", 48" and 64", four observational atmo-
spheric depths (550, 740, 920 and 1030 g/cm2) and eight values
of threshold energy (0.32, 1.0, 3.2, 10, 32, 100, 320 and
1000 GeV). Differential temperature coefficients calculated by
Sagisaka [33] for vertical direction, for sea level and various values of threshold energies are shown in Fig. 15a. These DTCs are in good

agreement with our results (see Fig. 15b) except of the region of
intermediate threshold energies (3–100 GeV) at small atmospheric
depths (h < 0.1 atm).

7. The use of DTC

For estimation of the precision of corrections for temperature
effect, integral muon intensity was calculated directly by formulae
(8) for three types of atmospheric temperature profile (AS, A1 and
A2, see the description of atmospheric models above). Relative dif-
ference between calculated integral muon intensity N(Emin,X,h)
and value N0(Emin,X,h) for standard atmosphere (N " N0)/
N0 % 100% is shown in Fig. 16 by full symbols (for higher tempera-
ture the intensity is lower, and vice versa). One can see that it only
slightly depends on zenith angle. Difference between maximum
and minimum values of muon intensity for different versions of
atmosphere reaches about 8%. After correction of muon counting
rate for temperature effect using formula (13) (open symbols in
Fig. 16) the difference of results (Ncorr " N0)/N0 % 100% for various
atmosphere models does not exceed 0.3%. The non-zero value of
this difference is explained by uncertainties which are caused by

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Muon Wl
T (a) and meson Wg

T (b) differential temperature coefficients
calculated in [32] for h = 0" and for several values of threshold energy.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Muon Wl
T (a) and meson Wg

T (b) differential temperature coefficients
calculated in present work for the same values of threshold energy as in [32].

Fig. 15. Differential temperature coefficients WT for vertical direction: (a) calcu-
lated in [33]; (b) calculated in present work for the same values of threshold energy
as in [33].
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the use of summation instead of exact integral (see formulae (13)).
Calculations show that for telescopes with Emin = 0.4GeV the preci-
sion of corrections is similar.

Obtained DTC were applied for correction of the data of URA-
GAN [30], wide-aperture precision muon hodoscope which is used
to study atmospheric and heliospheric processes responsible for
variations in the muon flux at the Earth surface.

The hodoscope consists of separate horizontal assemblies
(supermodules) with the area of 11.5 m2 each. Three supermodules
of hodoscope are now under operation in the exposure mode. Each
supermodule consists of eight layers of streamer tube chambers
equipped with a two-coordinate system of external readout strips.
In every layer, there are 320 X channels and 288 Y channels with
pitches of 1.0 and 1.2 cm, respectively. The layers are interleaved
with 5 cm thick foam–plastic sheets. A limited streamer mode is
maintained in the chambers by means of the three-component
gas mixture (argon + CO2 + n-pentane) and proper selection of the
operating voltage. The supermodule detects muons with a high
spatial and angular accuracies (1 cm and 1", respectively) over a
wide range of zenith angles (0–80").

Examples of 1 h average intensity of reconstructed events for
two zenith angle intervals (10" < h < 20" and 40" < h < 50") in one
supermodule of the URAGAN hodoscope over the period March
2007–December 2008 without corrections for atmospheric effects
are presented in Fig. 17a and b by light grey lines. Data are shown
for two points daily (00:00 and 12:00 UT) when the information
about temperature profile of the atmosphere from balloon flights
was available [38]. Difference between maximum and minimum
intensity reaches about 15%. Using the pressure values and the

Fig. 16. Relative difference between calculated integral muon intensity for different
atmospheric conditions and standard value. Differences without correction for
temperature effect are shown by full symbols, after correction by open symbols. A1
and A2 are different atmospheric temperature profiles.

Fig. 17. One hour average counting rate of reconstructed events in the URAGAN supermodule during March 2007–December 2008: (a) counting rate for zenith angle interval
10" < h < 20"; (b) counting rate for zenith angle interval 40" < h < 50" and (c) temperature of air at 100 and 25 mbar pressure levels (two balloon flights daily).
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counting rates in the periods of calm geomagnetic situation, one
can determine the barometric coefficient. The absolute value of
barometric coefficient decreases with increase of zenith angle.
For two angular bins presented in Fig. 17 the values of barometric
coefficient were found equal to "0.22 and "0.16%/mbar, respec-
tively. For the integral counting rate of URAGAN supermodule
barometric coefficient is about "0.18%/mbar. Intensity of recon-
structed events with corrections for pressure effect are presented
in Fig. 17a and b by grey lines. A seasonal variation caused by tem-
perature effect in cosmic-ray muon flux becomes well visible and it
is about 8%. On the background of the seasonal trend, smaller vari-
ations of about 1–2% with duration of few days–few weaks are also
observed. In the same figure (Fig. 17c) temperature of air at 100
and 25 mbar pressure levels is shown. Intensity of reconstructed
events with corrections for both barometric and temperature ef-
fects are presented in Fig. 17a and b by black lines. March 2007–
December 2008 was a period of quiet heliospheric weather and
therefore there was no sharp changes in corrected muon counting
rate. Thus, the use of the calculated DTC for temperature effect cor-
rections for URAGAN data decreases the difference between the
current and standard value of muon counting rate to several tenths
of percent. For convenience, on the right axis of Fig. 17a and b rel-
ative difference between current and average corrected counting
rate is shown (in %).

8. Conclusion

Differential muon spectra and differential temperature coeffi-
cients were calculated for presently known parameters of interac-
tions of primary and secondary particles with air, for six-layer
spherical model of atmosphere, taking into account contributions
of both pions and kaons to muon flux. In a wide range of zenith
angles and momenta a good agreement between muon spectrum
calculations and experimental data of magnetic spectrometers is
observed. Using obtained formulas for muon intensity as a non-
disturbed level, analytic expressions for differential temperature
coefficients have been derived. In Appendix A, calculated values
of DTC for several threshold energies (0.4, 0.75, 1 and 1.25 GeV)
and zenith angles (0", 15", 30", 45", 60" and 75") and for two types
of detectors: rotatable muon telescopes (threshold energy does not
depend on zenith angle, Emin = const) and muon hodoscopes
(threshold energy depends on zenith angle as Emin = const/cosh)
are presented.

The use of calculated DTC for temperature effect corrections de-
creases the difference between the current and standard values of
integral muon intensity from several percent to several tenths of
percent for any zenith angle.

Results of present DTC calculations are only in qualitative
agreement with the preceding publications, whereas quantitative
differences amount to tens percent. These differences can be
caused by various approximations in earlier works.
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Appendix A. Differential temperature coefficients

Total differential temperature coefficients (WT(Emin,X,h,h), %/
(K % atm)) are presented for four values of threshold energy

Table 2
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 0.4 GeV and six values of zenith
angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.356 "0.373 "0.429 "0.542 "0.756 "1.140
0.075 "0.357 "0.370 "0.412 "0.487 "0.604 "0.780
0.125 "0.338 "0.349 "0.382 "0.439 "0.524 "0.639
0.175 "0.322 "0.331 "0.358 "0.405 "0.469 "0.522
0.225 "0.312 "0.320 "0.343 "0.381 "0.426 "0.435
0.275 "0.305 "0.312 "0.332 "0.361 "0.387 "0.374
0.325 "0.298 "0.304 "0.320 "0.341 "0.354 "0.332
0.375 "0.292 "0.297 "0.309 "0.323 "0.326 "0.301
0.425 "0.285 "0.289 "0.299 "0.308 "0.305 "0.279
0.475 "0.279 "0.282 "0.289 "0.294 "0.288 "0.263
0.525 "0.275 "0.277 "0.282 "0.284 "0.275 "0.252
0.575 "0.271 "0.273 "0.276 "0.276 "0.266 "0.244
0.625 "0.270 "0.271 "0.273 "0.271 "0.260 "0.239
0.675 "0.269 "0.270 "0.271 "0.268 "0.258 "0.237
0.725 "0.271 "0.272 "0.272 "0.269 "0.258 "0.238
0.775 "0.275 "0.276 "0.275 "0.272 "0.261 "0.242
0.825 "0.283 "0.283 "0.282 "0.278 "0.268 "0.250
0.875 "0.293 "0.293 "0.293 "0.289 "0.280 "0.264
0.925 "0.309 "0.309 "0.308 "0.305 "0.299 "0.286
0.975 "0.332 "0.332 "0.332 "0.332 "0.330 "0.325

Table 3
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 0.75 GeV and six values of zenith
angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.350 "0.365 "0.417 "0.523 "0.728 "1.120
0.075 "0.334 "0.346 "0.384 "0.455 "0.573 "0.764
0.125 "0.307 "0.317 "0.348 "0.405 "0.496 "0.628
0.175 "0.288 "0.296 "0.323 "0.372 "0.445 "0.513
0.225 "0.277 "0.285 "0.309 "0.350 "0.404 "0.427
0.275 "0.270 "0.277 "0.297 "0.331 "0.367 "0.367
0.325 "0.263 "0.269 "0.286 "0.312 "0.335 "0.325
0.375 "0.256 "0.261 "0.275 "0.295 "0.309 "0.295
0.425 "0.248 "0.253 "0.264 "0.280 "0.287 "0.273
0.475 "0.241 "0.245 "0.255 "0.266 "0.270 "0.257
0.525 "0.235 "0.238 "0.246 "0.255 "0.258 "0.246
0.575 "0.230 "0.233 "0.239 "0.247 "0.248 "0.237
0.625 "0.226 "0.228 "0.234 "0.240 "0.241 "0.232
0.675 "0.222 "0.224 "0.230 "0.236 "0.237 "0.229
0.725 "0.220 "0.222 "0.227 "0.233 "0.236 "0.230
0.775 "0.220 "0.222 "0.227 "0.233 "0.236 "0.232
0.825 "0.220 "0.222 "0.228 "0.234 "0.240 "0.239
0.875 "0.223 "0.225 "0.230 "0.238 "0.246 "0.249
0.925 "0.227 "0.229 "0.235 "0.245 "0.256 "0.265
0.975 "0.232 "0.235 "0.243 "0.255 "0.272 "0.292

Table 4
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 1 GeV and six values of zenith
angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.341 "0.356 "0.405 "0.508 "0.709 "1.100
0.075 "0.313 "0.324 "0.360 "0.430 "0.549 "0.750
0.125 "0.282 "0.291 "0.322 "0.379 "0.475 "0.618
0.175 "0.262 "0.270 "0.297 "0.347 "0.427 "0.505
0.225 "0.251 "0.259 "0.283 "0.327 "0.388 "0.421
0.275 "0.245 "0.252 "0.273 "0.310 "0.352 "0.362
0.325 "0.238 "0.244 "0.263 "0.292 "0.321 "0.320
0.375 "0.232 "0.237 "0.253 "0.276 "0.295 "0.290
0.425 "0.224 "0.229 "0.242 "0.261 "0.274 "0.268
0.475 "0.217 "0.221 "0.233 "0.248 "0.258 "0.252
0.525 "0.211 "0.215 "0.224 "0.237 "0.245 "0.240
0.575 "0.205 "0.208 "0.217 "0.228 "0.235 "0.232
0.625 "0.200 "0.203 "0.211 "0.221 "0.228 "0.226
0.675 "0.196 "0.199 "0.206 "0.215 "0.223 "0.223
0.725 "0.193 "0.196 "0.202 "0.212 "0.220 "0.223
0.775 "0.191 "0.193 "0.200 "0.210 "0.220 "0.225
0.825 "0.190 "0.192 "0.199 "0.210 "0.222 "0.230
0.875 "0.190 "0.192 "0.199 "0.211 "0.225 "0.238
0.925 "0.191 "0.193 "0.201 "0.214 "0.232 "0.251
0.975 "0.192 "0.195 "0.205 "0.220 "0.242 "0.272
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Emin = const (muon telescopes) and for four values of Emin = const/
cosh (muon hodoscopes), and six values of zenith angle. Registra-
tion level X corresponds to sea level; h is the atmospheric vertical
depth in atm (1 atm = 1033.23 g/cm2).
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Table 5
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 1.25 GeV and six values of zenith
angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.330 "0.344 "0.392 "0.492 "0.689 "1.080
0.075 "0.290 "0.301 "0.336 "0.405 "0.524 "0.735
0.125 "0.257 "0.266 "0.296 "0.353 "0.453 "0.608
0.175 "0.236 "0.245 "0.272 "0.323 "0.408 "0.497
0.225 "0.227 "0.235 "0.260 "0.305 "0.371 "0.414
0.275 "0.222 "0.229 "0.251 "0.290 "0.338 "0.355
0.325 "0.216 "0.222 "0.242 "0.274 "0.308 "0.314
0.375 "0.210 "0.216 "0.233 "0.258 "0.283 "0.285
0.425 "0.204 "0.208 "0.223 "0.243 "0.262 "0.263
0.475 "0.197 "0.201 "0.213 "0.231 "0.246 "0.247
0.525 "0.191 "0.195 "0.205 "0.220 "0.233 "0.235
0.575 "0.185 "0.188 "0.198 "0.211 "0.223 "0.226
0.625 "0.180 "0.183 "0.191 "0.204 "0.215 "0.220
0.675 "0.175 "0.178 "0.186 "0.198 "0.210 "0.217
0.725 "0.172 "0.174 "0.182 "0.194 "0.207 "0.216
0.775 "0.169 "0.171 "0.179 "0.191 "0.205 "0.217
0.825 "0.167 "0.169 "0.177 "0.189 "0.205 "0.221
0.875 "0.165 "0.168 "0.176 "0.189 "0.208 "0.228
0.925 "0.165 "0.168 "0.176 "0.191 "0.212 "0.239
0.975 "0.165 "0.168 "0.177 "0.194 "0.218 "0.255

Table 6
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 0.4 GeV/cosh and six values of
zenith angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.356 "0.372 "0.426 "0.532 "0.724 "1.060
0.075 "0.357 "0.369 "0.407 "0.473 "0.568 "0.717
0.125 "0.338 "0.348 "0.376 "0.424 "0.492 "0.595
0.175 "0.322 "0.329 "0.353 "0.390 "0.442 "0.487
0.225 "0.312 "0.318 "0.338 "0.367 "0.401 "0.405
0.275 "0.305 "0.311 "0.326 "0.347 "0.364 "0.348
0.325 "0.298 "0.303 "0.314 "0.328 "0.332 "0.307
0.375 "0.292 "0.295 "0.303 "0.310 "0.306 "0.278
0.425 "0.285 "0.288 "0.293 "0.294 "0.285 "0.256
0.475 "0.279 "0.281 "0.283 "0.281 "0.268 "0.240
0.525 "0.275 "0.276 "0.276 "0.270 "0.255 "0.229
0.575 "0.271 "0.271 "0.270 "0.262 "0.245 "0.220
0.625 "0.270 "0.269 "0.266 "0.256 "0.239 "0.214
0.675 "0.269 "0.268 "0.264 "0.253 "0.234 "0.210
0.725 "0.271 "0.270 "0.264 "0.251 "0.233 "0.208
0.775 "0.275 "0.273 "0.266 "0.252 "0.233 "0.208
0.825 "0.283 "0.280 "0.271 "0.256 "0.236 "0.211
0.875 "0.293 "0.290 "0.280 "0.263 "0.242 "0.216
0.925 "0.309 "0.305 "0.293 "0.274 "0.251 "0.225
0.975 "0.332 "0.327 "0.312 "0.290 "0.265 "0.238

Table 7
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 0.75 GeV/cosh and six values of
zenith angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.350 "0.365 "0.412 "0.504 "0.668 "0.93
0.075 "0.334 "0.343 "0.373 "0.424 "0.499 "0.631
0.125 "0.307 "0.314 "0.336 "0.372 "0.431 "0.536
0.175 "0.288 "0.294 "0.311 "0.341 "0.390 "0.442
0.225 "0.277 "0.282 "0.297 "0.322 "0.356 "0.368
0.275 "0.270 "0.274 "0.286 "0.305 "0.324 "0.314
0.325 "0.263 "0.266 "0.275 "0.288 "0.295 "0.277
0.375 "0.256 "0.258 "0.265 "0.271 "0.270 "0.249
0.425 "0.248 "0.250 "0.254 "0.256 "0.250 "0.229
0.475 "0.241 "0.242 "0.244 "0.243 "0.234 "0.213
0.525 "0.235 "0.236 "0.236 "0.232 "0.222 "0.201
0.575 "0.230 "0.230 "0.228 "0.223 "0.212 "0.192
0.625 "0.226 "0.225 "0.223 "0.216 "0.204 "0.185
0.675 "0.222 "0.222 "0.218 "0.211 "0.198 "0.181
0.725 "0.220 "0.219 "0.215 "0.207 "0.194 "0.177
0.775 "0.220 "0.218 "0.213 "0.205 "0.192 "0.175
0.825 "0.220 "0.219 "0.213 "0.204 "0.191 "0.175
0.875 "0.223 "0.221 "0.215 "0.205 "0.192 "0.176
0.925 "0.227 "0.224 "0.218 "0.208 "0.195 "0.178
0.975 "0.232 "0.230 "0.223 "0.213 "0.199 "0.183

Table 8
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 1 GeV/cosh and six values of
zenith angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.341 "0.354 "0.397 "0.480 "0.626 "0.839
0.075 "0.313 "0.321 "0.345 "0.388 "0.450 "0.573
0.125 "0.282 "0.288 "0.305 "0.336 "0.390 "0.498
0.175 "0.262 "0.266 "0.281 "0.308 "0.356 "0.413
0.225 "0.251 "0.255 "0.268 "0.292 "0.327 "0.343
0.275 "0.245 "0.248 "0.259 "0.277 "0.298 "0.293
0.325 "0.238 "0.241 "0.250 "0.262 "0.272 "0.257
0.375 "0.232 "0.234 "0.240 "0.247 "0.249 "0.231
0.425 "0.224 "0.226 "0.230 "0.233 "0.230 "0.212
0.475 "0.217 "0.218 "0.220 "0.221 "0.214 "0.197
0.525 "0.211 "0.212 "0.212 "0.210 "0.202 "0.185
0.575 "0.205 "0.205 "0.205 "0.201 "0.192 "0.176
0.625 "0.200 "0.200 "0.198 "0.194 "0.184 "0.169
0.675 "0.196 "0.196 "0.193 "0.188 "0.178 "0.164
0.725 "0.193 "0.192 "0.189 "0.183 "0.174 "0.160
0.775 "0.191 "0.190 "0.186 "0.180 "0.170 "0.157
0.825 "0.190 "0.189 "0.185 "0.178 "0.168 "0.156
0.875 "0.190 "0.188 "0.184 "0.177 "0.168 "0.155
0.925 "0.191 "0.189 "0.185 "0.178 "0.168 "0.156
0.975 "0.192 "0.191 "0.187 "0.179 "0.170 "0.158

Table 9
Total differential temperature coefficients for Emin = 1.25 GeV/cosh and six values of
zenith angle.

h, atm h = 0" h = 15" h = 30" h = 45" h = 60" h = 75"

0.025 "0.330 "0.342 "0.381 "0.456 "0.584 "0.751
0.075 "0.290 "0.297 "0.318 "0.353 "0.404 "0.519
0.125 "0.257 "0.262 "0.276 "0.302 "0.352 "0.463
0.175 "0.236 "0.241 "0.253 "0.278 "0.325 "0.387
0.225 "0.227 "0.231 "0.243 "0.265 "0.301 "0.322
0.275 "0.222 "0.225 "0.235 "0.253 "0.276 "0.275
0.325 "0.216 "0.219 "0.227 "0.240 "0.251 "0.240
0.375 "0.210 "0.213 "0.219 "0.227 "0.230 "0.216
0.425 "0.204 "0.205 "0.209 "0.214 "0.212 "0.197
0.475 "0.197 "0.198 "0.200 "0.202 "0.197 "0.182
0.525 "0.191 "0.191 "0.192 "0.191 "0.185 "0.171
0.575 "0.185 "0.185 "0.185 "0.183 "0.175 "0.162
0.625 "0.180 "0.180 "0.179 "0.175 "0.168 "0.155
0.675 "0.175 "0.175 "0.173 "0.169 "0.162 "0.150
0.725 "0.172 "0.171 "0.169 "0.164 "0.157 "0.145
0.775 "0.169 "0.168 "0.166 "0.161 "0.153 "0.142
0.825 "0.167 "0.166 "0.163 "0.158 "0.150 "0.140
0.875 "0.165 "0.164 "0.161 "0.156 "0.149 "0.139
0.925 "0.165 "0.164 "0.161 "0.155 "0.148 "0.138
0.975 "0.165 "0.164 "0.161 "0.156 "0.148 "0.139
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